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In her efforts to reduce Hout Bay’s carbon footprint, environmentalist Bronwen Lankers-Byrne has left
deep footprints in the area’s green legacy and in the consciousness of Sentinel News readers over the
past decade.

Bronwen arrived in Hout Bay at the end of 2001,after having spent almost two years in Myanmar as
a Buddhist nun,and she was amazed to find a place in South Africa where diverse people lived together
in a small area.

“When I had lived in Johannesburg before leaving for Myanmar,” she says,“I had many black
friends,but I had to travel 20 kilometres at a time to visit my friends in Alexandra and other townships.”

In Hout Bay she was happy to not find the same divide; she could reach her friends within minutes.
She initially came to the area for five months while she was doing a course as a nun,and attended

an Imagine Hout Bay workshop,which was based on a method used in Chicago in 1992, that follows an
“appreciative inquiry approach”where change starts with valuing what is working in a particular group
or community. It  focuses on the positives,not the negatives.

Bronwen recalls:“After the workshop, I woke up the next morning at five, and had such a clear vision
of how we could move this process forward.”

She disrobed as a nun,and became the co-ordinator of the Imagine Hout Bay project.
“We went out and interviewed 300 people,” she explains,“a hundred from each community.We

were a team of 70 people from all three communities,” she said, refering to Hout Bay,Hangberg and
Imizamo Yethu.“Back then we really broke the traditional divides;we met across the divide to interview
people about what they appreciated,what they wanted,what their vision was to make Hout Bay a better
place for all.”

She says they found people all wanted the same thing.“ They want a clean environment,” says
Bronwen,“and they appreciate Hout Bay for the same reasons.

“It was concluded that the rich are dependent on the poor, and the poor dependent on the rich.We
are interdependent, and we are interdependent with the environment.

“We need to find a balance between the rich, the poor and the environment.”
The Imagine Hout Bay project grew into strong movement.“We had a huge summit in 2004,”she

says,“and formed an inter-sectoral development forum — from the people and by the people — with
eight sectors.

“Within the educational sector there must have been about 10 meetings over a period of six
months, and action around a high school was taken so much that on the front page of the Sentinel News
we got the MEC for Education at the time,Cameron Dugmore, to promise the area a high school in
2007.

“Market researchers volunteered their time, then mayor Nomaindia Mfeketo gave the project her
support 110%,and we had large coverage in the Sentinel News.

“The Imagine Hout Bay movement brought the Rastafarians out of the woodwork.They attended all
the meetings,because they had a place they could speak at and be heard.

“But unfortunately some local leaders,” she says,“were blocking the process,because they benefit
by keeping the divisions alive for their own power games.

“People want to work together,” she points out.
Leadership in Imizamo Yethu started turning against them.“Once we went into IY to  interview

people,” she recalls,“and they threatened to stone us if the Imagine team came into IY. Luckily we had a
lot of people from IY on our team,who insisted that we interview the
people from IY,and they didn't stone us.”

She says they were also chased out of another housing meeting.
“We started coming up against brick walls that blocked strategic action.”

Bronwen left Imagine Hout Bay in 2006 for a breather.“I was just
swamped.This process had got much bigger than I’d ever thought.”

After six months, she returned.“I love Hout Bay,because I was back
here, thinking,where can I contribute in bringing my best? Where can I
tap in? Which small thing will make a difference? And I chose recycling.

“The recycling seed had been sown when I first came to Hout Bay as
a Buddhist nun; I was amazed to see how Hout Bay people recycled.

“When I had disrobed, I decided that I wanted to focus on
environmental issues, and to bring my spirituality into my environmental
work; focusing on the human-environmental relationship to create a
sustainable future.

“I see Hout Bay as a whole,my passion has been to unite the people
of Hout Bay, that’s why I think recycling is such an important step. It
doesn’t only have us all thinking environmentally; but it has us
communicating and working together.

“In a household,not only one person can recycle,we all have to
know what is recyclable and what's not. So I think it's a very good
exercise to bring people together and to work together to do something
useful.”

In 2007,as co-ordinator of the 3Rs environmental group,which
promotes the message of “reduce, reuse, recycle,”Bronwen was
instrumental in re-establishing the recycling depot,which had become
very dysfunctional.“We also created a team of people that would go and
mentor at all schools, so that the whole culture of recycling would be
awakened again.”

She has played an important role in educating the youth on recycling.
In 2008, through 3Rs, she was involved in organising an EnviroQuiz and
EnviroArt inter-schools competition,which was sponsored by Sentinel
News.

In preparation for the competition, the Sentinel News published a
series of educational articles written by Hout Bay environmental experts,
to educate pupils.

In 2009, through 3Rs,Bronwen was involved in the initiation of
another competition that educated the youth,and had a positive impact
on Hout Bay,with the launch of the Zero Recyclable Waste to Landfill
campaign.“We decided to use the 2010 kick-off as a target to becoming
a zero-waste community.

“The 3Rs had a series for articles published in the Sentinel News,
focusing on different aspects of waste management so that we could get
the whole community aware of this vision and goal.”

They launched a recycling competition to see which school could
collect the most waste in three months, and as a result 16 tons of waste
were diverted from landfill. Besides these projects and other recycling and
educational projects,Bronwen has been involved in numerous projects
which have made Hout Bay a better place.

In 2009, she was involved in the mass clean-up of IY as a Madiba
Day project; recently getting a Hout Bay partnership off the ground,
which is modelled on the Cape Town partnership and has communities
working together towards a common purpose; in cleaning Hout Bay
beach,encouraging businesses in the area to go green, in writing letters
to the Sentinel to draw attention to green issues and in the administering
of the recent Green Living Survey to gather information on what is
needed to facilitate a greener,more sustainable way of living in Hout Bay.

In 2007 she was also instrumental in gathering petitions against the
Karbonkelberg development, and in 2009 led the march against the
closure of Chapman’s Peak Drive.

In closing,Bronwen points out:“If we work together and connect
around environmental issues, around the constraints of the environment,
we are going to have far greater leverage and ability to respond to all the
challenges that are going to be knocking on our door in the near future.”
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Bronwen is creating a green legacy
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